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Abstract

Video deblurring is a challenging task due to the spa-

tially variant blur caused by camera shake, object motions,

and depth variations, etc. Existing methods usually esti-

mate optical flow in the blurry video to align consecutive

frames or approximate blur kernels. However, they tend to

generate artifacts or cannot effectively remove blur when

the estimated optical flow is not accurate. To overcome the

limitation of separate optical flow estimation, we propose a

Spatio-Temporal Filter Adaptive Network (STFAN) for the

alignment and deblurring in a unified framework. The pro-

posed STFAN takes both blurry and restored images of the

previous frame as well as blurry image of the current frame

as input, and dynamically generates the spatially adaptive

filters for the alignment and deblurring. We then propose

the new Filter Adaptive Convolutional (FAC) layer to align

the deblurred features of the previous frame with the cur-

rent frame and remove the spatially variant blur from the

features of the current frame. Finally, we develop a re-

construction network which takes the fusion of two trans-

formed features to restore the clear frames. Both quanti-

tative and qualitative evaluation results on the benchmark

datasets and real-world videos demonstrate that the pro-

posed algorithm performs favorably against state-of-the-art

methods in terms of accuracy, speed as well as model size.

1. Introduction

Recently, the hand-held and onboard video capturing de-

vices have enjoyed widespread popularity, e.g., smartphone,

action camera, unmanned aerial vehicle. The camera shake

and high-speed movement in dynamic scenes often gener-

ate undesirable blur and result in blurry videos. The low-

quality video not only leads to visually poor quality but

also hampers some high-level vision tasks such as track-

ing [12, 21], video stabilization [20] and SLAM [18]. Thus,

it is of great interest to develop an effective algorithm to

deblur videos for above mentioned human perception and

high-level vision tasks.
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(a) Blurry frame (b) SRN [38] (c) GVD [9] (d) OVD [10]

(e) DVD [36] (f) w/o FAC (g) Ours (h) Ground truth

Figure 1: One challenging example of video deblurring.

Due to the large motion and spatially variant blur, the exist-

ing image (b) [38] and video deblurring (c, d, e) [9, 10, 36]

methods are less effective. By using the proposed filter

adaptive convolutional (FAC) layer for frame alignment and

deblurring, our method generates a much clearer image.

When the FAC layers are removed (f), our method cannot

perform well anymore.

Unlike single-image deblurring, video deblurring meth-

ods can exploit additional information that exists across

neighboring frames. Significant progress has been made

due to the use of sharper regions from neighboring

frames [20, 3] or the optical flow from consecutive

frames [9, 32]. However, directly utilizing sharp regions

of surrounding frames usually generates significant artifacts

because the neighboring frames are not fully aligned. Al-

though using the motion field from two adjacent frames,

such as optical flow, is able to overcome the alignment prob-

lem or approximate the non-uniform blur kernels, the esti-

mation of motion field from blurry adjacent frames is quite

challenging.

Motivated by the success of the deep neural networks in

low-level vision, several algorithms have been proposed to

solve video deblurring [10, 36]. Kim et al. [10] concatenate

the multi-frame features to restore the current image by a

deep recurrent network. However, this method fails to make

full use of the information of neighboring frames without

explicitly considering alignment, and cannot perform well
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when the videos contain large motion. Su et al. [36] align

the consecutive frames to the reference frame. It shows that

this method performs well when the input frames are not

too blurry but are less effective for the frames containing se-

vere blur. We also empirically find that both alignment and

deblurring are crucial for deep networks to restore sharper

frames from blurry videos.

Another group of methods [4, 37, 8, 9] use single or mul-

tiple images to estimate optical flow which is treated as the

approximation of non-uniform blur kernels. With the esti-

mated optical flow, these methods usually use the existing

non-blind deblurring algorithms (e.g., [46]) to reconstruct

the sharp images. However, these methods highly depend

on the accuracy of the optical flow field. In addition, these

methods can only predict line-shaped blur kernel which is

inaccurate under some scenarios. To handle non-uniform

blur in dynamic scenes, Zhang et al. [44] develop the spa-

tially variant recurrent neural network (RNN) [19] for im-

age deblurring, whose pixel-wise weights are learned from

a convolutional neural network (CNN). This algorithm does

not need additional non-blind deblurring algorithms. How-

ever, it is limited to single image deblurring and cannot be

directly extended to video deblurring.

To overcome the above limitations, we propose a Spatio-

Temporal Filter Adaptive Network (STFAN) for video de-

blurring. Motivated by dynamic filter networks [11, 24, 22]

which apply the generated filters to the input images,

we propose the element-wise filter adaptive convolutional

(FAC) layer. Compared with [11, 24, 22], FAC layer ap-

plies the generated spatially variant filters on down-sampled

features, which allows it to obtain a larger receptive field

using a smaller filter size. It also has stronger capabil-

ity and flexibility due to different filters are dynamically

estimated for different channels of the features. The pro-

posed method formulates the alignment and deblurring as

two element-wise filter adaptive convolution processes in

a unified network. Specifically, given both blurry and re-

stored images of the previous frame and blurry image of the

current frame, STFAN dynamically generates correspond-

ing alignment and deblurring filters for feature transforma-

tion. In contrast with estimating non-uniform blur kernels

from a single blurry image [44, 4, 37, 8] or two adjacent

blurry images [9], our method estimates the deblurring fil-

ters from a richer inputs: three images and the motion in-

formation of two adjacent frames obtained from alignment

filters. By using FAC layer, STFAN adaptively aligns the

features obtained at different time steps, without explicitly

estimating optical flow and warping images, thereby lead-

ing to a tolerance of alignment accuracy. In addition, the

FAC layers allow our network handle spatially variant blur

better, with deblurring in the feature domain. An example in

Figure 1 shows that our method generates a much sharper

image (Figure 1(g)) than our baseline without FAC layers

(Figure 1(f)) as well as the competing methods.

The main contributions are summarized as follows:

• We propose a filter adaptive convolutional (FAC) layer

that applies the generated element-wise filters to fea-

ture transformation, which is utilized for two spatially

variant tasks, i.e. alignment and deblurring in the fea-

ture domain.

• We propose a novel spatio-temporal filter adaptive net-

work (STFAN) for video deblurring. It integrates the

frame alignment and deblurring into a unified frame-

work without explicit motion estimation and formu-

lates them as two spatially variant convolution process

based on the FAC layers.

• We quantitatively and qualitatively evaluate our net-

work on benchmark dataset and show that it performs

favorably against state-of-the-art algorithms in terms

of accuracy, speed as well as model size.

2. Related Work

Our work formulates the neighboring frame alignment

and non-uniform blur removal in video deblurring task as

two element-wise filter adaptive convolution processes. The

following is a review of relevant works on single-image de-

blurring, multi-image deblurring, and kernel prediction net-

work, respectively.

Single-Image Deblurring. Numerous methods have been

proposed for single-image deblurring. Early researchers as-

sume a uniform blur kernel and design some natural im-

age priors, such as L0-regularized prior [43], dark chan-

nel prior [28], to compensate for the ill-posed blur removal

process. However, it is hard for these methods to model

spatially-varying blur under dynamic scenes. To model the

non-uniform blur, the method [7] and [27] estimate differ-

ent blur kernels for different segmented the image patches.

Other works [4, 37, 8] estimate a dense motion field and a

pixel-wise blur kernel.

With the development of deep learning, many CNN-

based methods have been proposed to solve dynamic scene

deblurring. Method [37] and [4] utilize CNNs to estimate

the non-uniform blur kernels. However, the predicted ker-

nels are line-shaped which are inaccurate in some scenar-

ios, and time-consuming conventional non-blind deblur-

ring [46] is generally required to restore the sharp image.

More recently, many end-to-end CNN models [38, 44, 17,

23, 26] have also been proposed for image deblurring. To

obtain a large receptive field for handling the large blur, the

multi-scale strategy is used in [38, 23]. In order to deal with

dynamic scene blur, Zhang et al. [44] use spatially variant

RNNs [19] to remove blur in feature space with a generated

RNN weights by a neural network. However, compared

with the video-based method, the accuracy of RNN weights

is highly limited to having only a single blurry image as in-

put. To reduce the difficulty of restoration and ensures color

consistency, Noroozi et al. [26] build skip connections be-

tween the input and output. The adversarial loss is used

in [23, 17] to generate sharper images with more details.
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Figure 2: Proposed network structure. It contains three sub-networks: spatio-temporal filter adaptive network (STFAN),

feature extraction network, and reconstruction network. Given the triplet images (blurry Bt−1 and restored Rt−1 image

of the previous frame, and current input image Bt), the sub-network STFAN generates the alignment filters Falign and

deblurring filters Fdeblur in order. Then, using the proposed FAC layer ⊛, STFAN aligns deblurred features Ht−1 of the

previous time step with the current time step and removes blur from the features Et extracted from the current blurry image

by the feature extraction network. At last, the reconstruction network is utilized to restore the sharp image from the fused

features Ct. k denotes the filter size of FAC layer.

Multi-Image Deblurring. Many methods utilize multiple

images to solve dynamic scene deblurring from video, burst

or stereo images. The algorithms by [41] and [32] use the

predicted optical flow to segment layers with different blur

and estimate the blur layer-by-layer. In addition, Kim et

al. [9] treat optical flow as a line-shaped approximation of

blur kernels, which optimize optical flow and blur kernels

iteratively. The stereo-based methods [42, 34, 29] estimate

depth from stereo images, which is used to predict the pixel-

wise blur kernels. Zhou et al. [45] propose a stereo deblur-

ring network with depth awareness and view aggregation.

To improve the generalization ability, Chen et al. [2] pro-

pose an optical flow based reblurring step to reconstruct the

blurry input, which is employed to fine-tune deblurring net-

work via self-supervised learning. Recently, several end-

to-end CNN methods [36, 10, 15] have been proposed for

video deblurring. After image alignment using optical flow,

[36] and [15] aggregate information across the neighboring

frames to restore the sharp images. Kim et al. [10] apply a

temporal recurrent network to propagate the features from

the previous time step into those of the current one. Despite

the fact that motion can be the useful guidance for blur esti-

mation, Aittala et al. [1] propose a burst deblurring network

in an order-independent manner by repeatedly exchanging

the information between the features of the burst images.

Kernel Prediction Network. Kernel (filter) prediction net-

work (KPN) has recently witnessed rapid progress in low-

level vision tasks. Jia et al. [11] first propose the dynamic

filter network, which consists of a filter prediction network

that predicts kernels conditioned on an input image, and a

dynamic filtering layer that applies the generated kernels

to another input. Their method shows the effectiveness

on video and stereo prediction tasks. Niklaus et al. [24]

apply kernel prediction network to video frame interpola-

tion, which merges optical flow estimation and frame syn-

thesis into a unified framework. To alleviate the demand

for memories, they subsequently propose separable con-

volution [25] which estimates two separable 1D kernels

to approximate 2D kernels. In [22], they utilize KPN for

both burst frame alignment and denoising, using the same

predicted kernels. [13] reconstructs high-resolution image

from low-resolution input using generated dynamic upsam-

pling filters. However, all the above methods directly ap-

ply the predicted kernels (filters) in the image domain. In

addition, Wang et al. [39] propose a spatial feature trans-

form (SFT) layer for image super-resolution. It generates

transformation parameters for pixel-wise feature modula-

tion, which can be considered as the KPN with a kernel size

of 1× 1 in the feature domain.
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3. Proposed Algorithm

In this section, we first give an overview of our algorithm

in Sec. 3.1. Then we introduce the proposed filter adaptive

convolutional (FAC) layer in Sec. 3.2. Upon this layer, we

show the structure of the proposed networks in Sec. 3.3. Fi-

nally, we present the loss functions that are used to constrain

the network training in Sec. 3.4.

3.1. Overview

Different from the standard CNN-based video deblur-

ring methods [36, 10, 15] that take five or three consecutive

blurry frames as input to restore the sharp mid-frame, we

propose a frame-recurrent method, which requires informa-

tion of the previous frame and the current input. Due to the

recurrent property, the proposed method is able to explore

and utilize the information from a large number of previ-

ous frames without increasing the computational demands.

As shown in Figure 2, the proposed STFAN generates the

filters for alignment and deblurring from the triplet images

(blurry and restored image of the previous time step t − 1,

and current input blurry image). Then, using FAC layers,

STFAN aligns the deblurred features from the previous time

step with the current one and removes blur from the features

extracted from the current blurry image. Finally, a recon-

struction network is applied to restore the sharp image by

fusing the above two transformed features.

3.2. Filter Adaptive Convolutional Layer

Motivated by the Kernel Prediction Network (KPN) [11,

24, 22], which applies the generated spatially variant filters

to the input image, we propose the filter adaptive convo-

lutional (FAC) layer which applies generated element-wise

convolutional filters to the features, as shown in Figure 3.

The filters predicted in [11, 24, 22] are the same for RGB

channels of each position. To be more capable and flexible

for spatially variant tasks, the generated filters for FAC layer

are different for each channel. Limited by large memory de-

mand, we only consider the convolution within channels. In

theory, the element-wise adaptive filters is five-dimensional

(h×w× c× k× k). In practice, the dimension of the gen-

erated filter F is h × w × ck2 and we reshape it into the

five-dimensional filter. For each position (x, y, ci) of input

feature Q ∈ Rh×w×c, a specific local filter Fx,y,ci ∈ R
k×k

(reshape from 1× 1× k2) is applied to the region centered

around Qx,y,ci as follows:

Q̂(x, y, ci) = Fx,y,ci ∗Qx,y,ci

=

r∑

n=−r

r∑

m=−r

F(x, y, k2ci + kn+m)

×Q(x− n, y −m, ci), (1)

where r = k−1

2
, ∗ donates convolution operation, F is the

generated filter, Q(x, y, ci) and Q̂(x, y, ci) denote the input

Figure 3: Filter Adaptive Convolutional Layer

features and transformed features, respectively. The pro-

posed FAC layer is trainable and efficient, which is imple-

mented and accelerated by CUDA.

A large receptive field is essential to handle large mo-

tions and blurs. The standard KPN methods [11, 24, 22]

have to predict the filter much larger in size than motion

blur for each pixel of the input image, which requires large

computational cost and memory. In contrast, the proposed

network does not require a large filter size due to the use

of FAC layer on down-sampled features. The experimental

results in Table 4 show a small filter size (e.g. 5) on inter-

mediate feature layer is sufficient for deblurring.

3.3. Network Architecture

As shown in Figure 2, our network is composed of a

spatio-temporal filter adaptive network (STFAN), a feature

extraction network, and a reconstruction network.

Feature Extraction Network. This network extracts fea-

tures Et from the blurry image Bt, which consists of three

convolutional blocks and each of them has one convolu-

tional layer with stride 2 and two residual blocks [6] with

LeakyReLU (negative slope λ = 0.1) as the activation func-

tions. The extracted features are feed into STFAN for de-

blurring using FAC layer.

Spatio-Temporal Filter Adaptive Network. The proposed

STFAN consists of three modules: encoder etri of triplet

images, alignment filter generator galign, and deblurring fil-

ter generator gdeblur.

Given the triplet input: the blurry image Bt−1 and re-

stored image Rt−1 of the previous frame and the current

blurry image Bt, STFAN extracts features Tt by the encoder

etri. The encoder consists of three convolutional blocks

(kernel size 3) and each of them is composed of one con-

volutional layer with stride 2 and two residual blocks. The

alignment filter generator galign takes the extracted features

Tt of triplet images as input to predict the adaptive filters

for alignment, denoted as Falign ∈ Rh×w×ck2

:

Falign = galign(etri(Bt−1, Rt−1, Bt)), (2)
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where generated Falign contains rich motion information,

which is helpful to model the non-uniform blur in the dy-

namic scene. To make full use of it, the deblurring filter

generator gdeblur takes alignment filters Falign as well as

the features T of triplet images to generate the spatially vari-

ant filters for deblurring, denoted as Fdeblur ∈ Rh×w×ck2

:

Fdeblur = gdeblur(etri(Bt−1, Rt−1, Bt),Falign), (3)

Both filter generators consist of one convolution layer and

two residual blocks with kernel size 3 × 3, followed by a

1× 1 convolution layer to expand the channels of output to

ck2.

With the two generated filters, two FAC layers are uti-

lized to align the deblurred features Ht−1 from the previ-

ous time step with the current frame and remove the blur

from the extracted features Et of current blurry frame in the

feature domain. After that, we concatenate these two trans-

formed features as Ct and restore the sharp image by the

reconstruction network. To propagate the deblurred infor-

mation Ht to the next time step, we pass the features Ct to

the next iteration through a convolutional layer.

It is worth noting that both the blurry Bt−1, Bt and re-

stored Rt−1 are required to learn the filters for alignment

and deblurring, and thus are taken as the triplet input to

STFAN. On the one hand, Bt−1 and Bt are crucial to cap-

ture the motion information across frames and thus benefit

alignment. On the other hand, the inclusion of Bt−1 and

Rt−1 makes it possible to implicitly exploit the blur kernel

at frame t−1 for improving the deblurring at frame t. More-

over, deblurring is assumed to be more difficult but can be

benefited by alignment. Thus we stack gdeblur upon galign
in our implementation. We will analyze the effect of taking

triplet images Bt−1, Rt−1, Bt as input in Sec. 5.3.

Reconstruction Network. The reconstruction network is

used to restore the sharp images by taking the fusion fea-

tures from STFAN as input. It consists of scale convolu-

tional blocks, each of which has one deconvolutional layer

and two residual blocks as shown in Figure 2.

3.4. Loss Function

To effectively train the proposed network, we consider

two kinds of loss functions. The first loss is the mean

squared error (MSE) loss that measures the differences be-

tween the restored frame R and its corresponding sharp

ground truth S:

Lmse =
1

CHW
||R− S||2, (4)

where C,H,W are dimensions of image, respectively; R

and S respectively denote the restored image and the corre-

sponding ground truth.

To generate more realistic images, we further use the

perceptual loss proposed in [14], which is defined as the

Euclidean distance between the VGG-19 [35] features of

restored frame R and ground truth S:

Lperceptual =
1

CjHjWj

||Φj(R)− Φj(S)||
2, (5)

where Φj(·) denotes the features from the j-th convo-

lutional layer of the pretrained VGG-19 network and

Cj ,Hj ,Wj are dimensions of features. In this paper, we

use the features of conv3-3 (j = 15). The final loss func-

tion for the proposed network is defined as:

Ldeblur = Lmse + λLperceptual, (6)

where the weight λ is set as 0.01 in our experiments.

4. Experiments

4.1. Implementation Details

In our experiments, we train the proposed network using

the video deblurring dataset from [36]. It contains 71 videos

(6,708 blurry-sharp pairs), splitting into 61 training videos

(5,708 pairs) and 10 testing videos (1,000 pairs).

Data Augmentation. We perform several data augmenta-

tions for training. We first divide each video into several

sequences with length 20. To add motion diversity into

the training data, we reverse the order of sequence ran-

domly. For each sequence, we perform the same image

transformations. It consists of chromatic transformations

such as brightness, contrast as well as saturation, which are

uniformly sampled from [0.8, 1.2] and geometric transfor-

mations including randomly flipping horizontally and verti-

cally and randomly cropping to 256×256 patches. To make

our network robust in real-world scenarios, a Gaussian ran-

dom noise from N (0, 0.01) is added to the input images.

Experimental Settings. We initialize our neural network

using the initialization method in [5], and train it using

Adam [16] optimizer with β1 = 0.9 and β2 = 0.999. We

set the initial learning rate to 10−4 and decayed by 0.1 every

400k iterations. The proposed network converges after 900k

iterations. We quantitatively and qualitatively evaluate the

proposed method on the video deblurring dataset [36]. For

a fair comparison with the most related deep learning-based

algorithms [23, 17, 44, 38], we finetune all these methods

by the corresponding publicly released implementations on

the video deblurring dataset [36]. In our experiments, we

use both PSNR and SSIM as quantitative evaluation met-

rics for synthetic testing set. The training code, test model,

and experimental results will be available to the public.

4.2. Experimental Results

Quantitative Evaluations. We compare the proposed al-

gorithm with the state-of-the-art video deblurring methods

including conventional optical flow-based pixel-wise kernel

estimation [9] and CNN based methods [36, 10]. We also

compare it with the state-of-the-art image deblurring meth-

ods including conventional non-uniform deblurring [40],
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Table 1: Quantitative evaluation on the video deblurring dataset [36], in terms of PSNR, SSIM, running time (sec) and

parameter numbers (×106) of different networks. All existing methods are evaluated using their publicly available code. ‘-’

indicates that it is not available.

Method Whyte [40] Sun [37] Gong [4] Nah [23] Kupyn [17] Zhang [44] Tao [38] Kim [9] Kim [10] Su [36] Ours

Frame# 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 5 5 2

PSNR 25.29 27.24 28.22 29.51 26.78 30.05 29.97 27.01 29.95 30.05 31.24

SSIM 0.832 0.878 0.894 0.912 0.848 0.922 0.919 0.861 0.911 0.920 0.934

Time (sec) 700 1200 1500 4.78 0.22 1.40 2.52 880 0.13 6.88 0.15

Params (M) - 7.26 10.29 11.71 11.38 9.22 8.06 - 0.92 16.67 5.37

(a) Blurry image (b) Gong et al. [4] (c) Kupyn et al. [17] (d) Zhang et al. [44] (e) Tao et al. [38]

PSNR / SSIM 22.72 / 0.7911 21.22 / 0.7189 23.92 / 0.8321 25.29 / 0.8533

(f) Kim and Lee [9] (g) Kim et al. [10] (h) Su et al. [36] (i) Ours (j) Ground truth

20.97 / 0.7235 23.21 / 0.8023 23.98 / 0.8291 26.50 / 0.8820 +∞ / 1.0

Figure 4: Qualitative evaluations on Video Deblurring Dataset [36]. The proposed method generates much sharper images

with higher PSNR and SSIM.

CNN based spatially variant blur kernel estimation [37, 4],

and end-to-end CNN methods [23, 17, 44, 38].

Table 1 shows that the proposed method performs favor-

ably against the state-of-the-art algorithms on the testing set

of dynamic scene video deblurring dataset [36].

Figure 4 shows some examples in the testing set

from [36]. It shows that the existing methods cannot keep

sharp details and remove the non-uniform blur well. With

temporal alignment and spatially variant deblurring, our

network performs the best and restores much clearer images

with more details.

Qualitative Evaluations. To further validate the gener-

alization ability of the proposed method, we also qualita-

tively compare the proposed network with other algorithms

on real blurry images from [36]. As illustrated in Figure 5,

the proposed method can restore shaper images with more

image details than the state-of-the-art image and video de-

blurring methods. The comparison results show that our

STFAN can robustly handle unknown real blur in dynamic

scenes, which further demonstrates the superiority of the

proposed framework.

4.3. Running Time and Model Size

We implement the proposed network using PyTorch plat-

form [30]. To speed up, we implement the proposed FAC

layer with CUDA. We evaluate the proposed method and

state-of-the-art image or video deblurring methods on the

same server with an Intel Xeon E5 CPU and an NVIDIA

Titan Xp GPU. The traditional algorithms [40, 9] are time-

consuming due to a complex optimization process. There-

fore, [37] and [4] utilize the CNN to estimate non-uniform

blur kernels based on motion flow. However, they are

still time-consuming since the traditional non-blind deblur-

ring algorithm [46] is used to restore the sharp images.

DVD [36] uses CNN to restore sharp images from neigh-

boring multiple blurry frames, but they use a traditional

optical flow method [31] to align these input frames and

is computationally expensive. With GPU implementation,

the end-to-end CNN-based methods [23, 17, 44, 38, 10] are

relatively efficient. To enlarge the receptive field, the net-

works in [23, 17, 44, 38] are very deep, which lead to a

large model size as well as a long processing time. Even

though spatially variant RNNs are used in [44] to enlarge
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(a) Blurry image (b) Gong et al. [4] (c) Nah et al. [23] (d) Kupyn et al. [17] (e) Zhang et al. [44]

(f) Tao et al. [38] (g) Kim and Lee [9] (h) Kim et al. [10] (i) Su et al. [36] (j) Ours

Figure 5: Qualitative evaluations on the real blurry videos [36]. The proposed method generates much clearer images.

the receptive field, they need a deep network to estimate

the RNN weights and RNNs are also time-consuming. Our

network uses the aligned deblurred features of the previous

frame, which reduces the difficulty for the network to re-

store the sharp image of the current frame. In addition, the

FAC layer is effective for spatially variant alignment and

deblurring. Benefited from the above two merits, our net-

works are designed to be small and efficient. As shown in

Table 1, the proposed network has less running time and

smaller model size than the existing end-to-end CNN meth-

ods. Even though [10] runs slightly faster and has smaller

model size, the proposed method performs better with the

frame alignment and deblurring in the feature domain.

4.4. Temporal consistency

To enforce temporal consistency, we adopt the recurrent

network to transfer previous feature maps over time, and

propose the FAC layer for propagating information between

consecutive frames via explicit alignment. Fig. 6 shows that

our method not only restores sharper frames but also keeps

better temporal consistency. In addition, the video results

are given on our [project webpage].

5. Analysis and Discussions

We have shown that the proposed algorithm performs fa-

vorably against state-of-the-art methods. In this section, we

conduct a number of comparative experiments for ablation

study and analysis further.

5.1. Effectiveness of the FAC layers

The generated alignment filters and deblurring filters are

visualized in Figure 7(c) and (h), respectively. According to

the optical flow estimated by EpicFlow [33] in Figure 7(b),

there is a vehicle moving in the video which is coherent with

the alignment filters estimated by our network. Since re-

moving different blur requires different operations and blur
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Figure 6: Temporal consistency evaluation on consecutive frames

from a blurry video. (zoom in for best view).

is somehow related to the optical flow, our network esti-

mates different deblurring filters for foreground vehicle and

backgrounds.

To validate the effectiveness of the FAC layer for align-

ment and deblurring, some intermediate features are shown

in Figure 7. According to Figure 7(d) and (i), the FAC

layer for alignment can correctly warp the head of the ve-

hicle from green line to purple line even without an image

alignment constraint during training. As for the transformed

features in Figure 7(j) for deblurring, they are sharper than

those before the FAC layer in Figure 7(e), which means the

deblurring branch can effectively remove blur in the feature

domain.

We also conduct three experiments which replace one

or both the FAC layers by concatenating the corresponding

features directly, without features transformation by FAC

layers. In Table 2, (w/o A, w/ D), (w/ A, w/o D) and (w/o A,

w/o D) represent removing FAC layers for feature domain

alignment only, feature domain deblurring only and both

of them, respectively (refer to Figure 2 for clarification).

It shows that the network performs worse without the help

of the feature transformation by FAC layers. In addition,

Figure 1 also shows that our method cannot restore such a

sharp image without using FAC layers.
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(a) Blurry image Bt−1 (b) Optical flow (c) Alignment filters (d) Before alignment (e) Before deblurring

(f) Blurry image Bt (g) Restored image (h) Deblurring filters (i) After alignment (j) After deblurring

Figure 7: Effectiveness of the adaptive filter generator and FAC layer. (b) is the optical flow from the adjacent input blurry

frames (a) and (f) according to EpicFlow [33]. (c) and (h) are the visualization of the generated alignment and deblurring

filters of FAC layers, respectively. (d) and (i) are selected feature maps before and after alignment using FAC layer. (e) and

(j) are selected feature maps before and after deblurring using FAC layer.

Table 2: Results of different variants of structures. The (w/o

A, w/ D), (w/ A, w/o D) and (w/o A, w/o D) represent re-

moving FAC layers for alignment only, deblurring only and

both of them, respectively. Unlike the above variants still

considering nonalignment features, (-, w D) and (w A, -)

denote removing the features of the alignment branch and

removing the features of the deblurring branch.

Structure
w/o A w/o A w A - w A

Ours
w/o D w D w/o D w D -

PSNR 29.91 30.92 30.59 30.80 30.29 31.24

SSIM 0.919 0.931 0.926 0.929 0.924 0.934

5.2. Effectiveness of the A and D Branches

To validate the effectiveness of both alignment (A) and

deblurring (D) branches, we compare our network with two

variant networks: removing the features of the alignment

branch (-, w D) and removing the features of the deblurring

branch (w A, -). According to Table 2, these two baseline

networks do not generate satisfying deblurring results com-

pared to our proposed method.

5.3. Effectiveness of the Triplet Input of STFAN

To generate adaptive alignment and deblurring filters,

STFAN takes the triplet input (previous blurry image Bt−1,

previous restored image Rt−1, and current blurry image

Bt). Table 3 shows the results of two variants which take

(Bt−1, Bt) and (Rt−1, Bt) as input, respectively. The triplet

input leads to the best performance. As Sec. 3.3 discussed,

the network can implicitly capture the motion and model

dynamic scene blur better from the triplet input.

5.4. Effectiveness of the Size of Adaptive Filters

To further investigate the proposed network, we test dif-

ferent sizes of adaptive filters, shown in Table 4. The larger

size of the adaptive filters leads to better performance. How-

ever, increasing the size of adaptive filters after k = 5 only

Table 3: Effectiveness of using triplet input of the

STFAN. We replace the input of the STFAN by

(Bt−1, Bt) and (Rt−1, Bt) as two variants of our network

(Rt−1, Bt−1, Bt), respectively.

Input (Bt−1, Bt) (Rt−1, Bt) (Rt−1, Bt−1, Bt)

PSNR 30.87 30.85 31.24

SSIM 0.930 0.930 0.934

Table 4: Results of different sizes of adaptive filters.

Filter Size k = 3 k = 5 k = 7 k = 9

PSNR 30.95 31.24 31.27 31.30

SSIM 0.931 0.934 0.934 0.935

Receptive Field 79 87 95 103

Params (M) 4.58 5.37 6.56 8.14

has minor performance improvement. We empirically set

k = 5 as a trade-off among the computational complexity,

model size and performance.

6. Conclusion

We have proposed a novel spatio-temporal network for

video deblurring based on filter adaptive convolutional

(FAC) layers. The network dynamically generate element-

wise alignment and deblurring filters in order. Using the

generated filters and FAC layers, our network can perform

temporal alignment and deblurring in the feature domain.

We have shown that the formulation of two spatially vari-

ant problems in video deblurring (i.e., alignment and de-

blurring) as two filter adaptive convolution processes allows

the proposed method to utilize features obtained at different

time steps without explicit motion estimation (e.g., optical

flow) and enables our method to handle spatially variant

blur in dynamic scenes. The experimental results demon-

strate the effectiveness of the proposed method in terms of

accuracy, speed as well as model size.
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